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KOLOVOS TO IZZARD 
 
KOLOVOS NICK KOLOVOS 
IZZARD CRAIG IZZARD 

IZZARD: Craig Izzard.  

KOLOVOS: Craig? 

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: Nick Kolovos.  

IZZARD: Hello Nick, how you going buddy? 

KOLOVOS: Hah, still alive and kicking.  

IZZARD: That's a good thing mate, that's a good thing isn't it.  

KOLOVOS: Some others get more punishment.  

IZZARD: You reckon? 

KOLOVOS: Yeah.  

IZZARD: What's happening buddy? 

KOLOVOS: That's what I want to know? 
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IZZARD: You own the property at Liverpool don’t you? 

KOLOVOS: In Rossmore. 

IZZARD: Yeah, Rossmore, Rossmore yeah, sorry mate Liverpool Council, yeah.  

KOLOVOS: Yeah.  

IZZARD: Mate they had two weeks didn't they, so it's not till the end of this week. I spoke 
with Frank, and he was going to ring you, but fuck it would appear that he didn't 
ring you, did he? 

KOLOVOS: No, I spoke to Frank, I think, last Monday or Monday week -  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: - and he told me - what he told me - what he told me - I mentioned I said I had a 
couple of people who come over friend for visit -  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: So what they doing there they got no right to be there. I said no the friend visit.  

IZZARD: Oh, that was - yeah.  

KOLOVOS: And I ask him, um, Roy told me he asked for an extension for 45 days -  
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IZZARD: Yeah, no that was the - the 45 days was the total amount - 

KOLOVOS: Yeah.  

IZZARD: - so last week Frank tells me that - I said, mate Nick is telling me something about 
45 days. He said, no, no, no that was just from the original time that we spoke with 
him.  

KOLOVOS: Yeah, well yesterday I rang somebody - someone is come to bring by what you call 
cherry picker or something they got in there, electric lifter -  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: - he told me he spoke to Roy and Roy said maybe another one - two months to go 
(COUGHS) and I thought do you mind - know a bit more than me.  

IZZARD: Yeah, no well from what Frank told me last week after I left you, I told him that I 
spoke with you and been there on another complaint, and he just told me the same 
thing no he's only got 21 days. He believes he had only 21 days.  

KOLOVOS: Hmm they reckon they got more than that. But I tried to ring Roy because actually 
my daughter sent - Helen sent email to him, 'cause he suggests that - he's got 
someone to put timber in here, and I rang Frank and he said got to find out what if 
it is manufacture or storage and we got no reply from Roy he's avoiding -  

IZZARD: He's avoiding you? 
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KOLOVOS: Yeah.  

IZZARD: Ah, we just have to wait till probably the end of this week and then we'll see what 
the story is there. What do you rekon? 

KOLOVOS: Anything happen to the other people as they were supposed to put the application 
through. 

IZZARD: Oh, I don't know too much about that.  

KOLOVOS: Mm.  

IZZARD: Yeah, I don't know too much about that.   

KOLOVOS: Alright.  

IZZARD: What's the story with that then? 

KOLOVOS: I have no idea.   

IZZARD: Who were you dealing with there? 

KOLOVOS: Well they were supposed to put the application into the Liverpool Council -  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: - and I thought you was going to have a talk with someone. I thought you knew 
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someone in there.  

IZZARD: Oh, I do know someone in there, yeah, but um, but I've been - I worked the 
weekend so I'm off today and tomorrow. I'm back to work Wednesday.  

KOLOVOS: Alright.  

IZZARD: So I'll chat with you on Wednesday.  

KOLOVOS: Ask them, if you know them -  

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: Ask them what they did if they did put an application, or I don't know - I haven't - 
because they came last Monday here with the agent - 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: - and I said, well I'm not going to charge you any rent because they over a month 
they got some stuff in there, I said I'm not going to charge you anything for -  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: - he said, oh well we tried to make an application and we see what happened to be 
legal, because they didn't put an application in.  I suppose every tenant is supposed 
to put an application to the Council -  
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IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: - but they didn't. Anyway Mr Bill told me he was going to try to put an application 
to the Council and maybe with a bit of your help or somebody else's they know to 
get the approval. 

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: To have everything inside the shed there, it's insulated shed there it's bloody panels 
not much noise, no thing, no rubbish. Those people that you saw they had bloody 
bins and bins and bins outside till I start to get the - excuse me, I had the shits 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) and I told them I want the rubbish out of my property.  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: And now they're trying to clean everything from outside and put them inside the 
shed, even they ask me - I told you they ask me to rent out the other shed and I said 
no, not before I get the approval.  

IZZARD: Yeah, yeah, be very careful.  

KOLOVOS: Yeah, no, no I haven't got your money and I'm not - I getting the dole, I don't want 
to be in gaol.  

IZZARD: Yeah.  

KOLOVOS: Alright sorry to bother you.  
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IZZARD: No that's all good mate.  

KOLOVOS: See you.  

IZZARD: See you buddy.  

KOLOVOS: Bye.  

IZZARD: Bye.  

CALL ENDS 
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KOLOVOS TO IZZARD 
 
IZZARD: CRAIG IZZARD 
KOLOVOS: NICK KOLOVOS 

IZZARD: Craig Izzard. 

KOLOVOS: G'day Greg. 

IZZARD: Hello? 

KOLOVOS: Nick Kolovos. 

IZZARD: The what sorry? 

KOLOVOS: Nick Kolovos. 

IZZARD: Hello Nick how you going? 

KOLOVOS: You must be very popular fellow this time of the year. 

IZZARD: Very popular mate, very popular. 

KOLOVOS: Can you talk? 

IZZARD: I can talk my friend, yes I can. 

KOLOVOS: I can offer you a, a cup of coffee. 
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IZZARD: Coffee! 

KOLOVOS: Greek coffee. 

IZZARD: I don't, I don't drink coffee mate. 

KOLOVOS: How about tea? 

IZZARD: I'm too (unintelligible) beer.  What's happening buddy? 

KOLOVOS: Holy water? 

IZZARD: Holy water, do you think I need it? 

KOLOVOS: Yep. 

IZZARD: [Laughs].  My only holy water is beer mate. 

KOLOVOS: Beer. 

IZZARD: That's the only thing that saves me. 

KOLOVOS: Beer. 

IZZARD: That's it. 

KOLOVOS: Is the old boy's birthday today. 
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IZZARD: Whose? 

KOLOVOS: The young, young grandson and the old boy's birthday today, I can serve the beer. 

IZZARD: Oh happy birthday mate.  Send my happy birthday wishes to 'em. 

KOLOVOS: Listen I think I'm a bit of trouble with your, your cousin Frank. 

IZZARD: He, be, be my what?  Cousin? 

KOLOVOS: Yeah. 

IZZARD: He's not my fucking cousin. 

KOLOVOS: And his cousin too. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: They come here yesterday. 

IZZARD: Who?  Frank Bono did he? 

KOLOVOS: Yeah. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: Um, I don't know why and what and what and what.  Um, they went around with 
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the camera, they looked for this and this and this and that.  Now when I 
(unintelligible) the (unintelligible) shed I brought some sand in and the - 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: - driveway was very, very, very narrow. 

IZZARD: Yep. 

KOLOVOS: Drive in they hit the, not the corner, the second post 'cause was 30 - 

IZZARD: They hit, they hit, they hit the post? 

KOLOVOS: Yeah while was, they, they brought sand almost delivery free. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: They hit the post - 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: - because the driveway was very narrow up the back.  Anyway when this police 
come I asked to put some concrete blocks, slopes down 'cause you saw them last 
time. 

IZZARD: Yeah to stop in front yeah. 
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KOLOVOS: Yeah and this bastard they push a bit more rubbish in there which I didn't knew. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: Anyway Frank and his, his cousin, they come up yesterday.  This is this, this is 
that, this is this, this is that, this is this - 

IZZARD: Is that, is Frank, is Frank with Sergio? 

KOLOVOS: His cousin I said.  I know, I know what you're talking about.  Since he's, he's there 
one he's pushing.  Now they said they're gonna issue a fine, $8,000.  I don't know 
to me or to the other boys that put the rubbish there. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: But um, the boys that brought, you know the Lebanese, the other people, they 
brought five concrete pipes up, you know very bad.  And when my son-in-law dug 
a swimming pool out he had some concrete um, bits and pieces and some bricks. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: I did not know bricks are illegal. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: I didn't, honest I swear to God.  Um, and up within the site of the pipes, if I knew 
were illegal I would fucking, excuse the French - 
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IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: - I would bloody put some gravel, something on it not to show. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: I did not know.  Now I need, I need the help to ask Mr Frank because he put that 
pipe, new pipe at back of the, the shed, (unintelligible) no one touch it.  But those 
bricks are still there.  If he let me borrow a bin for supply to under $70 for the lads 
to bring it up. 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: If he let me without disturbing the ground to stay hi, hidden somewhere, lifting 
one, one by hand and tip them into the bucket and send them away. 

IZZARD: Ahh. Would that - 

KOLOVOS: Anyway - 

IZZARD: - be okay? 

KOLOVOS: - can you help out? 

IZZARD: Well I - how can, how can I help out?  What, in what sense? 

KOLOVOS: They, they said your, your fellow's going to lease. 
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IZZARD: Yeah but, I don't - mate I'll have to ring you back.  I don't know what - I, I'll have 

to ring you back. 

KOLOVOS: Okay.  Only - 

IZZARD: Okay, okay. 

KOLOVOS: - if he, if he let otherwise you want me to ring him direct? 

IZZARD: Okay - no I'll, I'll ring you back. 

KOLOVOS: Alright. 

IZZARD: Okay, bye. 

KOLOVOS: The only thing I want is those bricks - 

IZZARD: Yeah. 

KOLOVOS: - those bricks, they brought them.  I paid to bring them here.  I don't know what 
they paid for dumping.  If he let - 

IZZARD: Yeah I don't know, I'll ring you back, I'll ring you back.  I've got to get this phone, 
bye. 

KOLOVOS: Thank you.. 
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IZZARD: Bye. 

CALL ENDS 
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